Ahrar Al Sham Response to Human rights Watch Report:

http://www.ahraralsham.com/?p=3165

In a direct response to the Human Rights Watch Report in Latakia Countryside, “You Can Still See Their Blood”, Ahrar Al Sham, part of the Syrian Islamic Front, denied all accusations that they have killed Syrian civilians throughout their offensive. “All those who have been killed”, stated the press release, “died due to clashes with regime forces, or civilians who had carried weapons and fought alongside regime forces [...]”.

The release reiterated that it is not within the Islamic religious values for Ahrar Al Sham or any other group belonging to the Syrian Islamic Front to kill innocent civilians or take hostages and if that had happened under any circumstance should be seen as an individual endeavor which will be dealt with as deemed necessary.

“Our purpose”, they said, “is to bring down and try the regime that killed our citizens and families”. They eventually hoped the Human right Watch would pay more attention and exert their pressure on violations in Sunni villages and on the thousands being killed by “Asad Militias”.
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